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Number of Survey’s returned:  111 
 

1.  Mailed home (December 9 to 247 families) 
2.  Sent via Backpack (December 16) 
3.  Available online  
4.  Reminder Post Card mailed (December 12 to 247 

Families) 
5. Summary was distributed and discussed at the January 8th  

2013 School Council Meeting 
6. Results will be shared with Faculty Advisory Committee  

 
 
 

Summary of discussion and action steps will be 
shared at a later date. 

 

 

 

 

 



Question One: 

 

Answer Choices % of Responses # of Children 
Grade 5 9.42% 9 
Grade 4 18.95% 18 
Grade 3 16.84% 16 
Grade 2 18.95% 18 
Grade 1 15.74% 15 

Kindergarten 23.11% 23 
Junior K 16.84% 16 

Pre-K 6.32% 6 
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Which	  grade	  (or	  grades)	  is	  your	  child	  or	  children	  
in?	  	  



Question Two: 

 

Answer Choices Responses # of Families 
Amharic 5.26% 5 
Arabic 1.05% 1 
Bengali 5.21% 5 
Chinese 1.05% 1 
Czech 2.11% 2 

English 67.26% 67 
French 0% 0 
Greek 0% 0 

Haitian Creole 1.05% 1 
Hindi 2.11% 2 
Italian 2.11% 2 
Korean 4.21% 4 

Macedonian 0% 0 
Nepali 2.11% 2 

Serbo-Croatian 0 0 
Somali 0 0 
Spanish 5.26% 5 
Swahili 0 0 
Tigre 0 0 

Tigrinya 4.21% 4 
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What	  is	  the	  Primary	  Language	  that	  is	  Spoken	  by	  
Your	  Children	  and	  Your	  Family	  in	  Your	  Home?	  



Question Three: 

 

Answer Choices Responses Children 
No Answer 80.00% 76 

None 5.11% 5 
Tigrinya 2.11% 2 
Spanish 3.16% 3 
Korean 1.05% 1 
Italian 1.05% 1 
Hindi 1.05% 1 

Haitian Creole 2.11% 2 
English 3.16% 3 
Bengali 1.05% 1 
Amharic 3.16% 3 
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A:	  Would	  you	  like	  noBces	  or	  school	  informaBon	  
to	  be	  translated	  into	  another	  language?	  

B:	  Which	  language	  would	  that	  be?	  



Question Four: 

 

Answer Choices Responses # of Families 
Yes 52.13% 49 
No 47.87% 45 
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Question Five: 
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If	  you	  speak	  another	  language	  at	  home	  which	  
language	  is	  it?	  



Answer Choices Question # 5 Responses # of Families 
Pass 73.19% 17 

Tigrinya 2.11% 2 
Tigre 0.00% 0 
Tamil 1.05% 1 

Swahili 0.00% 0 
Spanish 5.32% 5 
Somali 0.00% 0 

Serbo Croatian 2.11% 2 
Portuguese 0.00% 0 

Polish 1.05% 1 
Nepali 0.00% 0 

Macedonian 1.05% 1 
Korean 1.05% 1 
Italian 0.00% 0 
Hindi 2.11% 2 

Haitian Creole 4.26% 4 
Greek 0.00% 0 
French 3.19% 3 
English 24.47% 23 
Czech 1.05% 1 
Clech 1.05% 1 

Chinese 1.05% 1 
Bengali 1.05% 1 
Arabic 2.11% 2 

Amharic 3.19% 3 
 

 

 



Question Six:

 

Answer Choices Responses  
Yes 93.62%  
No 6.38%  
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If	  the	  school	  day	  schedule	  allowed	  for	  the	  
Bme,	  do	  you	  feel	  World	  Language	  

instrucBon	  should	  be	  taught	  as	  part	  of	  the	  
regular	  curriculum	  at	  the	  Morse	  School?	  



Question Seven:  

 

Answer Choices Responses # of Families 
Pass 1.05% 1 

Spanish 34.04% 62 
Russian 2.11% 2 

Latin 1.05% 1 
Korean 2.11% 2 
Hindi 1.05% 1 

German 2.11% 2 
French 23.40% 22 
Chinese 20.21% 19 
Arabic 5.32% 5 
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Question 8: If we could not teach World Language as a part of the standardized 
curriculum, do you have any suggestions on how we can expose children to World 
Language and cultures in general?  
Responses: 
 

1. Continue to include as part of after-school curriculum, though important to include as 
part of a standardized too (possibly use Lesley University or other college interns to help 
with teaching world languages for credit; we think this may be done at the Baldwin 
school.  
 

2. Field trips – museums, Little Tokyo in Porter Square, embassy visits, dances done by 
students with guest teachers or visit a dance performance (West African dance, Korean 
drumming, etc.)  Classroom studies of a different region per year – each grade does year-
long research study on country of choice. For example, 4th graders do S. America and 
each classroom or individual student or each group of students chooses a country within 
S. America. Study social culture, climate, government, economies etc. Then can present 
their findings at end of year global celebrations. JK and K could do 2 different regions a 
year, 1 in the fall, 1 in the spring. 
 

3. Have an afterschool class. 
 

4. Cultural celebrations during the school year would be fun and interesting. 
 

5. Possibly in the after school programs for maybe 30 minutes every other day. 
 

6. After School Program. 
 

7. Seek parent/family involvement for social studies classes that could include exposure to 
global language and culture of various backgrounds/nationalities represented in the 
school. 
 

8. I would like an onsite after school language program that meets three times a week 
allowing for other activities. I would also like to see a Comparative Religions class 
developed for children at the school. Morse is so diverse that it would help cultivate 
understanding through knowledge since society seems so reactionary due to ignorance. A 
course like this would also expose children to different cultures by default.  
 

9. Talking about one country every week. Where it is geographically compared to the US, 
what is language, culture, special traditions, etc. Introduce tolerance at an early age. 
 

10. I would like to suggest that you make a world music or world movie class for children to 
have an opportunity to be exposed to other cultures. 
 

11. Discuss current world events, arrange for foreign e-pen pals. 
 



12. Teach songs in Spanish during music – work with community schools – kids who want to 
learn more Spanish can go to Amigos Community School for example. 
 

13. More world language offerings through after school ( Community Schools) 
 

14. Build on rich cultural and linguistic resources of families by encouraging children to 
teach others – translate basic vocabulary. Have parents read stories in other languages 
just to hear these languages. Represent culture and language within the classroom on 
bulletin boards, anything to give the children a sense the many languages spoken in the 
world and within the Morse community. This will at least expose children to cultivate an 
interest in world languages. 
 

15. I think one unique characteristic of the Morse school is, in fact, that the family cultural 
composition is so very diverse. However, it feels that this resource is not tapped into very 
well. I feel a better outreach program to our families is needed by having involved 
parents reach out personally to inquire if their input is needed. A simple school wide 
invitation doesn’t seem to work. 
 

16. Form Hindi club, Chinese club, Tamil club for kids to participate in focused groups to 
read, write, converse and role-play or projects, even drama. 
 

17. It’s a good idea to teach kids different languages like ask volunteers once/twice a week 
after school or videos/DVDs to have in the library maybe it’s good. 
 

18. Have a topic like art, music or social study teach in the world language. Collaborate with 
Community School to offer good quality and rigorous world languages after school 
classes. 
 

19. Start an after school class which would teach one of the languages. One of the parents 
may even volunteer to teach this class. Or teachers could use tape recorders in class to 
practice some speaking aloud.  
 

20. After school offerings to play in another language 
 

21. I am not sure, what do other schools do? 
 

22. Could we do after school for it? 
 

23. Yes through the children themselves. Having a peer’s family that speaks another 
language share with friends i.e. a list of frequently used words at home to be used in 
spelling/word study (weekly, monthly, etc.) 
 

24. The best way would be to have bilingual teachers as much as possible and allow them to 
use their second language interchangeably as part of their everyday teaching style.  
 



25. Kids in the JK have learned to count to 10 in Spanish in PE class. This is a great idea. 
Maybe other ways to incorporate other languages in class, art, music, etc. 
 

26. Have workshop about different culture or a presentation during an assembly. 
 

27. Take a week of learning which countries go with what languages. I would make it into a 
fun game! Then, after, play a language version of Simon Says to get comfortable with 
vocab and spelling exercises. 
 

28. Extracurriculars taught in other languages. 
 

29. Put signs around school in another language. 
 

30. Read books/watch short films and discuss kids can share info/stories/food in class. 
 

31. After school programs. 
 

32. Offer an extended option for 20-30 minutes after school. 
 

33. Share the cultures of the children’s backgrounds in the school. Food, music, clothing, 
stories, etc. 
 

34. Art, food, music. 
 

35. I would suggest that you teach it as part of afterschool. 
 

36. You could expose them by either adding a world language segment as part of geography 
or history lessons depending on the country and continents visited. You could also make 
a special small daily language and culture segment during time where no other subject is 
added or incorporate it like core virtues. 
 

37. It would be great to offer languages in the afterschool program. 
 

38. I think children are missing a lot in languages especially when Cambridge schools have 
students from many countries in the world. 
 

39. Perhaps a children’s movie in a different language once or twice a week. 
 

40. I would suggest a class in the afternoon as a part of Community School programs. 
 

41. They should have after school programs that teach them other languages.  
 

42.  Children can learn other languages through music, singing songs, theatre, playing games, 
drawings.  



Question 9: Share with us any other thoughts or suggestions on this topic: 
 
Responses: 

1. None. 
 

2. Thank you for asking the families for their opinion on this important topic. As always, 
Morse School staff has shown their respect to parents and families by including our input 
into these types of processes.  
 

3. I believe it is important to have children learn another language at a very young age. The 
public schools should offer this without having to enroll in one of the immersion schools. 
Some kids may not pick up as fast but if given a consistent program of learning Spanish, 
French or Chinese they will eventually learn. 
 

4. At the elementary level we need to focus on the core competencies of English and 
developing a love for reading first and foremost. Then math skills, science, history and 
the arts. We can’t afford to lose another ½ to hour out of the school day. Already my 1st 
grader has 1 ½ of exercises, reading and site words to do at night. Basic skills like 
phonics and handwriting are being glazed over and not emphasized during class time. 
And the parents and kids have to put in the leg work at home using our own resources to 
compensate to meet expectations. 
 

5. Being able to converse in more than one language will open up opportunities to our kids. 
It also has shown in studies that bilingual children develop better analytical thinking. I 
feel like language and cultural enrichment classes will make our children better global 
citizens. I love Morse because the community cares about the role my child will play in 
the world and preparing them for this. 
 

6. The more we can expose the kids to other cultures the better. Cambridge is a melting pot 
and each child can introduce either their country or if they are from a different state in the 
US, they can talk about that state or even the town they came from. Everyone should 
have a chance to share. 
 

7. Please give the Kodaly music program higher priority than world languages at Morse. 
 

8. Thank you for giving us the opportunity to provide input. 
 

9. As is well known, the United States has been incredibly myopic about second language 
instruction. It is essential to begin early – kindergarten – and have steady language 
instruction. It is done almost everywhere in the world but the US. I know you know this! 
But it can’t be stated often enough.  
 

 

 



10. Thank you for considering adding a world language. It is very important to start early! As 
a teacher of languages, and from a European country where foreign languages are taught 
at early ages (K-level), I commend your attempt to add languages in the curriculum.  
 

11. Teaching children a second or third language opens a window of knowledge into other 
cultures. It’s best if it’s done at a younger age in the J-K K level. Thank you. 
 

12. I really miss Mr. Cozi. He was a great teacher with the children and teaching Spanish. 
 

13. Thank you for looking into this; we support any efforts to add world languages to the 
elementary school instruction.  
 

14. I think it is very important for students to learn about others cultures and languages. It 
helps educate and bring understanding along with tolerance. Plus this education can be 
passed along to parents as well. This will also help students understand themselves as I 
can bet many are multicultural within their own self. 
 

15.  I would like Korean to be taught.  
 

16. We should try our best to get it; it will be very important and necessary for the kids.  
 

17. Parents could come in and show kids what the culture is like (money, food, art), the 
difference between the USA and other countries (weather, homes, agriculture) etc. 
 

18. World language instruction should be part of daily (or at least weekly) elementary school 
education. 
 

19. American children are some of the few children from developed countries who do not 
speak/learn 2nd languages at school. Speaking 2+ languages best prepares our children to 
work in the increasingly global economy.  
 

20. Foreign languages are very important! They should be part of every school curriculum.  
 

21. We would love to see the schools re-implement the world language curriculum.  
 

22. That’s about it. All that I said above would really give kids a great way to start to learn 
the new language in a matter of no time. That would be an awesome achievement. I 
would and will be so proud of my baby for being so smart.  
 

23. I understand the challenge of fitting so many things into the school day but I think early 
exposure to another language makes learning it later on much easier. Since we don’t have 
another language in our household it is a challenge for us to help with learning another 
language.  
 



24. Ideally a world language curriculum would be supported and encouraged through the 
Title I program as well exposure to additional languages appears to improve English 
performance as well. 
 

25. Would like Creole taught. 
 

26. I like the school cultural things like concerts and international night. 
 

27. Even if it’s only an hour once a week kids JK-5 should be exposed to other languages. It 
will help immensely in their learnings when they get to upper and high school. My son is 
at Amigos and it is amazing how fast their little minds absorb it.  
 

28. We teach our language out of school.  
 

29. Where would it fit into the schedule? 
 

30. World language is very important and should be started as early as possible. Young 
learners pick it up very quickly.  
 

31. Let’s pressure the School Committee and the superintendent that they stop 
procrastinating on the issue of world language. There is already proven models that show 
the educative value of introducing world languages in lower grades like K-5.  
 

32. It’s important to include languages like Chinese, Hindi and Tamil for next generation 
globalization. 
 

33. Foreign language is a high priority for us. We would love to see world language 
instruction at Morse. 
 

34. I worked at a school were a person’s job was to come into the classroom 2 times a week 
to teach Spanish. While this does not mean the kids are fluent by the small effort I do 
believe an appreciation for another culture, language, and custom can get initiated. It 
would not have to be just one language either. I am in favor of language being taught at 
an early age as an adjunct to other classes. 
 

35. I would like language to be a part of the day.  
 

36. One way of doing it is to hire a teacher and not just a native speaker. 
 

37. World Language is very important but before we add it, we should strengthen and 
continue what we have in Art and Music. 
 

38. Having World Language is important but I worry about how it will fit in to the schedule. 
 



39. I would suggest different literature and possibly dance curriculums. Children could also 
learn about different social movements in other countries as well as colonialism. 

 


